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Theory 
 
The method on Cantenery is to provide a support system to which a 
uniformly distributed load can be attached i.e. a cable, drape or festoon. 
Over a short distance an item such as a cable, drape or festoon can bear 
its own suspended weight but over longer distances this weight needs to 
be supported and this can be done with a variety of product held in stock. 
In all situations any overhead mountings or Cantenery must be discussed 
with John Silk prior to installation to discuss. 
 
Reason 1 - We use catenaries to provide a safe method of cable 
management where trunking would be a trip hazard or in places where 
digging in or trunking cannot be used. However it must be stated that a 
Cantenery cannot be done without a proper support system at each end of 
the system and adequate support inbetween. 
 
Reason 2 - We use catenaries to support large spans of festoon lighting to 
provide not only an aesthetically pleasing lighting system but one that 
also evenly lights walkways and roadways for safe access by pedestrians. 
 
Reason 3 - We use catenaries to support drapes to enclose spaces and 
provide for aesthetically pleasing backdrops or walls in temporary 
situations 
 
 
Method for Catenaries 
 
Assess the situation, discuss the situation and finally respond to that 
situation. A Cantenery is not to be taken lightly and is not something that 
can be slung up with a piece of ordinary bit of rope, nylon cord or ratchet 
strap. First things to consider are; is there another way to do the job, run 
the cable or hang the drape. In the case of festoons then obviously not. 
 
When planning then the first item to check is can we support each end of 
the system. Substantial Trees can make good supports and/or 
terminations (the end of the centenary), Vertical support beams in a 
sports hall can make good terminations with support inbetween. The thing 
to bear in mind is that the longer then span the more pressure there is on 
the terminations. This is alleviated by the use of mid supports for the 
downward force but there will still be a substantial horizontal pressure to 
maintain the product at height. In most cases we do not exceed what 



pressure can be applied by two person pulling or 150kgs without taking 
advice. For example the tree to tree mounting of a festoon over 30metre 
will be around this pulling pressure. Over this we are into specialist areas 
and need to discuss with experienced persons on systems of rigging over 
this weight and what sideways pressure we apply to the end terminations. 
 
Mountings is our next consideration, in the case of short term or “quick 
fix” system then hauling lines can be used with the correct rigging knots 
as shown in the Rigging Basic Training. In the case of heavier and/or 
planned systems there are 6mm and 8mm steel wire ropes upto 100 
metres in length, pulley system, beam clamps with Kline tools and chain 
pullers and these planned systems can be made off using shackles and 
spansets. 
 
It is important to note that the steel wire in the horizontal is still subject 
to the same making off as the vertical with a steel eye and four correct 
size dogs to complete the primary termination. The secondary termination 
can be done with the same system or where the length is unknown a 
bullet can be used so long as the steel wire cable is then made off with 
two dogs after the bullet once you have tensioned the cable. 
 
The second mounting is the product itself. Some items such as the 
festoons have proprietary mountings systems based on small hooks which 
can be used but we have found that in fact these are not really safe as the 
Festoon can jump off if caught or blown. Over the years a short 3mm wide 
or wider tyrap has found to be great for this job and can be used in a loop 
system every three or four bulbs. Providing adequate support but also 
allowing the festoon to be pulled off if caught by vehicle or similar without 
bringing the steel wire system down and therefore the entire system 
which at times can be several hundred metres. 
 
With cables, in most cases they will support themselves over distance up 
to 10 metres however the real damage happens to the cable when pulled 
to make it not sag as much and so where it is considered a problem for 
example multicore cables or heavier mains cable where internal damage 
can happen then a support Cantenery must be used. The plus side is that 
if done properly the supporting line can be used to place the product at 
height after it is mounted a ground level thereby avoiding access at height 
with an heavy object. This is done by fixing one end at the height required 
of the Cantenery steel or rope and feeding it through a pulley or similar 
load easing device at the other and letting the Cantenery hang at a low 
level where the product can be attached and then pulled up and made off 
at ground level. 
 
Where the product is heavy or distance is too far and the cable, if the 
Cantenery were to fail, could drop low then a secondary safety is to be 
fitted in the form of a strain relieving choked Spanset made off to the 
mounting. In the case of most cables except for very lightweight cables 
and festoons where the product is over public areas then the secondary 
Strop or Spanset will be fitted as a matter of course. This is most 
important at the point where the cable enters and leaves the Cantenery. 
 



Risk Assessment 
 
See latest general risk assessment or site specific for information on any 
use of Cantenery Systems on the job you are on. 
 
Technical 
 
Catenaries can create some strong sideways forces and the method of 
mounting must be assessed as a rigging point. A small branch of a tree 
cannot be used as the end termination but could be used as a midway 
support. A goalpost truss structure cannot be used as a termination as the 
pressure could pull it over but again could be used as a midway support if 
not fixed to the cable but able to float say on a pulley or roller. A 
Cantenery run from the roof of an outdoor stage can exhibit forces on the 
roof structure which it was not designed for. As already stated most 
catenaries that we do are based on a two man pull and therefore have an 
approximate pull of 150kgs however taking into account rain adhesion and 
wind factors can increase the installed weight by quite a bit so this must 
be taken into account. 
 
Festoon Mountings. 
 
In the use of Festoons we have noted a method that involves little or no 
work at eight and enables lengths of festoon to be fitted safely. We lay the 
festoon out carefully so as to not damage the bulbs. If the length is known 
or you are experienced in the use of our festoons then just attch the 
festoon direct from the box. Then using a tyrap attch the festoon with a 
loop over the Canterery Rope/Wire and leave it loose so it can slide. Do 
this every agreed space at the one point whether on the ladder or on the 
ground. Then once the Suspension system is in place slide the festoon out 
along the suspension system and make off at each end to stop it sliding 
back. A simple and easy systems that allows quick and safe mounting of 
the Festoon. 
 
Cable mounting. 
 
The above festoon mounting system can be used for cables however it 
must be noted that because there is not an obstruction to stop the loose 
rings of tyraps collecting together and allowing the cables to sag so these 
rings can be fixed to the cable by using Electrical/PVC tape to stop the 
sliding. The cable can then be pulled out along the suspension system. We 
have used this method successfully for crossing rivers/canals and even 
high buildings with great success. 


